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Parades and processions like that of the palms suggest a festive occasion is afoot. 

Years ago a staple of small city Americana radiated when the circus came to town. The 

Wisconsin Historical Society reminds us about the importance of the circus and its 

parade:
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, circuses were a major form of entertainment 
for Americans. Circuses would travel from town to town, quickly erect tents, do several 
performances, and then move on to the next venue. As the circus entered a new city, 
people would gather to watch the wagons, exotic animals, and equestriennes roll by.
 
In the early years, the parade, with its yet unadorned wagons, was a way for wary 
townsfolk to judge whether or not the circus would be worth the admission fee to see the 
show. Realizing the value of this, circuses began to add ornamentation to the wagons.

In later years, the parade became a spectacular pre-show tradition with colorful and 
intricately carved wagons, brass bands, and much hullabaloo. The free street pageant 
became a much-anticipated event and a major advertising tool for the circus, captivating 
the imaginations of children of all ages and compelling them to attend the actual 
performance (http://circusworld.wisconsinhistory.org/Parade/ EventHistory.aspx).

 Similarly, our Christian worship procession creates an atmosphere of 

anticipation for the work the congregation will do as it lifts up its prayers and songs 

to God Almighty. A classic interpretation of the Palm Sunday parade goes along with 

the understanding of a processional in worship. Eventually we come to the other end 

of Holy Week and on Good Friday we see the contrast to the week’s beginning as the 

crowd once for Jesus has now turned against him. That is, at the beginning of the 

week on Palm Sunday the crowd was completely sincere—or as sincere as people ever 

are when they shouted “Hosanna” at the Palm procession.

Yet as the events play out during the course of Holy Week the crowd’s 

disillusionment initiated a reversal of allegiance. Could it be that our grasp of God 

sometimes moves through disillusionment and on to death, before a better faith 
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emerges—or day we say “arises.” Bruce Epperly writes (see: Patheos Website):
The order of the day for the first day of Holy Week, Palm Sunday, is the interplay of 
celebration and passion. It is the appropriate theological as well as chronological 
entry point for the spiritual maelstrom on the horizon for us and for Jesus. Holy Week 
encompasses the full spectrum of public and private life—adulation and abandonment, 
celebration and conflict, integrity and suffering. During Holy Week, we encounter the 
ambiguity of religious and secular institutions. Intended for good, they are often—as is the 
case during Holy Week—diabolical agents of destruction.

 In today’s Bible text we read “the Christ Hymn.” As Paul writes to the Philippian 

church, he inserts this poetic reflection. In fact many scholars suppose that first 

century churches used this hymn regularly. Some believe that Paul composed it; 

others suppose it existed before Paul, but he widened the hymn’s impact by sharing it 

in this letter. Regardless, “the Christ Hymn” is a poetic piece that communicates who 

Jesus as Messiah is for believers. Hear now our lesson for Passion Sunday.
5 Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus, 6 who, though he was in the form 
of God, did not regard equality with God as something to be exploited, 7 but emptied 
himself, taking the form of a slave, being born in human likeness. And being found in 
human form, 8 he humbled himself and became obedient to the point of death— even death 
on a cross. 9 Therefore God also highly exalted him and gave him the name that is above 
every name, 10 so that at the name of Jesus every knee should bend, in heaven and on 
earth and under the earth, 11 and every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to 
the glory of God the Father (Phil 2:5-11).

In both the ancient and modern world power, money, and influence rule. Yet, 

“the Christ Hymn” conveys that the pivotal episode in the salvation story is an act of 

humility. When Jesus ascended the cross, Jesus provided the ultimate sacrifice which 

offered all people—everywhere—salvation. It is this unusual perspective that Paul 

wants readers to grasp. God brings about salvation not by material power, money, or 

influence. Instead, God offers salvation through Jesus’ work on the cross. Paul urges 

believers at Philippi to “be in full accord and of one mind”—which is “the mind of 

Christ.”

This is a hard word for us today. We live in a success oriented culture. Whether in 

school, business, or sports—everyone wants to be a winner. For example, on a large 

bookseller’s web site I was amazed that 152,328 titles emerged when I searched the 
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word “success.” For example:
--Maximum Success: Changing the 12 Behavior Patterns that Keep You from  Getting 
Ahead
--10 Steps to Financial Success
--The 100 Absolutely Unbreakable Laws of Business Success
--Everything You Need to Know to Get Started on the Road to Success
--101 Secrets to Negotiating Success
--101 Stupid Things Business Travelers Do to Sabotage Success

For while success is everywhere around us, the other side of success makes us 

pause. For some success holds an essential danger. For some persons the very life 

success produces also contains seeds of danger that destroys them. The list is long, 

but includes Elvis Pressley, Martha Stewart, Howard Hughes, Bill Clinton, Lindsey 

Lohan, Tiger Woods, as well as others. Sitting at the top of the heap perhaps atrophies 

muscles and helps dissolve drive. Why is it that some people, at the height of their 

power and careers, sometimes simply walk away from success? In many cases it 

is success that people won by a long labor. The fact is that danger lurks behind 

success—a disease of success adversely effecting individuals, teams of people, and 

even churches.

 The peril of success is that it places us near the domain of little resistance. The 

Greeks, and later the Romans, called this condition Acedia. We define acedia as sloth 

or uncaring. It comes from a Latin root that means “absence of care” or “indifference.” 

The time that acedia assails is noon—when no shadow is cast. It strikes in the bright 

noonday sun of clarity, rather than in the darkness of despair. Acedia does not strike 

the struggling person. Rather acedia always strikes one who sits atop the success 

mountain—at the apex of achievement.

When Paul urges the little congregation at Philippi to “have the mind of Christ,” 

he suggests that Jesus redefined the idea of success. Notice Paul’s words, reminding 

them to live out of their own experience:
1 If then there is any encouragement in Christ, any consolation from love, any sharing in 
the Spirit, any compassion and sympathy, 2 make my joy complete: be of the same mind, 
having the same love, being in full accord and of one mind. 3 Do nothing from selfish 
ambition or conceit, but in humility regard others as better than yourselves. 4 Let each of 
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you look not to your own interests, but to the interests of others (Phil 2:1-4).

Have you heard of the “so-called” gospel of success? It chiefly teaches that if you 

get holy, then you will be successful. The gospel of success suggests that if you go to 

the right church or have the correct theological doctrines, then you will be successful. 

Nevertheless, those who teach this sell us a lie. It was that way in the first century 

and it is that way now. In Acts 8:9-24, we read Luke’s story of Simon the Magician, 

who seeing Philip’s power, tried to buy the spirit. Peter said to Simon, “May your 

silver perish with you, because you thought you could obtain God’s gift with money” 

(Acts 8:20). People today try to sell spiritual power as in the first century. God sends 

the spirit on those to whom God judges fit. Paul reminds us of what real success is 

according to the gospel.

What motivates those with a mind of Christ is not so much what we get as what 

we give. What motivates those with the mind of Christ is not so much who we are 

but who we are for others. In recommending the life of Jesus, Paul reinterprets what 

authentic success looks like for believers.

 As we struggle and feel pain and suffer, we do the real work that life thrusts 

upon us. To have the mind of Christ is to struggle, to feel pain, and to suffer for 

other’s sake. This is what it means to have the mind of Christ. The humiliation Jesus 

bore he bore with dignity because his mind was divinely right. When Paul writes of the 

Christ he reminds us that Jesus: “humbled himself and became obedient to the point 

of death” (Phil 2:8). Jesus’ passion enables us to recognize what success as a person 

created in God’s image might look like—despite beginning the week with a big parade.  

Amen.

David Neil Mosser, FUMC of Arlington, TX
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